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VISUALS

A NOTE ABOUT SHERI
WHAT IS A VISUAL BRAND?

DIGITAL EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

The optic nerve is connected to our primal reptilian
brain. With that in mind, our visual brand needs to
be planned and consistent because people make
decisions about who we are and if we can help in
less than a blink of an eye.
Colors, Logo, Type font, Typeset, Photographs,
Videos, etc. 

Sheri Fitts, founder/CEO, is a

compelling public speaker and financial

services marketing, sales and brand guru

on a mission to amplify the heart of

financial services. Sheri harnesses the

power of emotional connection to help

financial professionals create more trust

in their client relationships and make

their engagements more meaningful to

their businesses, and more impactful to

their bottom line.

Visuals and messaging have to be aligned.

Why bother developing a coherent visual
brand?

We are spending more and more time online
and people tell a story about who we are and
what we do right away.

If things aren't consistent, people get
confused.

If things are consistent, and there's a rhythm,
it makes it easier for people to dive in deeper.

How do you find your deep brand? How do
you understand yourself? How do you
connect that to visuals?

Ask the question: 
What is it that I do?
How do I help people?
Who do I want to help? Who are my people?

Go through this over and over again. Try on
the answers for resonance

Intersection between emotional
intelligence and digital influence
Understand EI
Wield DI
How to create a heart centered brand

Help you to craft a brand using the
methodologies of EQ
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COLORS IN BRANDING

COLORS

RULES TO DESIGN A BRAND EFFECTIVELY

 Gardening - create a brand for where you are aspiring to go
Work with designers - to be able to push things further

Send them personality quiz results
Give some parameters - colors / logo if you have one you love, etc. 

Assess designers work
go for the bold

When you name something, you want a neutral stance so you can pour the meaning into it
 Go for option that brings you to the edge of excitement and scared

this helped me raise the bar for how I show up
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Questions from Sheri to Owen:

What do you stand for? online education in
psychology applied to life

If you were to say that in terms of how you
want people to feel, what do you want
people to feel? no bs, straight to point, useful

What is the transformation you hopes take
place? they realize they can change their
mind

When someone changes their mind, what
ripples take place? they change their
consistent behaviors, relationships with others,
businesses, limits are released

So, essentially, you aspire to help people
change their lives. Do you think grey is a
color for life changing or yellow?

Yellow because it matches the energy of what
you're inspiring to do.

You need 1 or 2 colors to start with - but you can have a
range of colors that you use. Logo needs to be consistent.

You should think of your main color as "Your Name (Color)"

Why would you choose a contrasting color vs a similar
color?

Similar goes with consistency.

Contrast creates energy. 
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Apple uses avenir. It is clean, crisp, elegant. 

The font should match the energy of the colors and the brand overall. 

Does this font communicate what I want to communicate?
Is it bold? Demure? What is the vibe?
Is it legible?

Often, you will have a separate headline font and a text (paragraph) font. 

VISUAL STRUCTURE FOR SLIDES 

FONT INTELLIGENCE

Need an underlying structure
that you stick with most of the
time

She doesn't use bullet points at
all because people read fast
and she might not read them
exact and then people have two
tracks

RESOURCES

Women Rocking Wall Street

VISUAL BRANDING THROUGH 
CLOTHES ON STAGE

Have a memorable piece (she uses
cowboy boots / hats)

Also be sure to be consistent in
your 'traveling' clothes.

This helps you bring your brand to
life in who you are.

It has to be true to you and you
have to be comfortable.
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